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Modernise your IT environment with DXC Technology and VMware. Building on over 15 years
of co-development experience, we have an extensive track record of helping enterprises
simplify IT and create and implement successful multi-cloud strategies. Our joint offerings
for Managed Hybrid Cloud Services are built on VMware’s market-leading technology and
DXC’s extensive IT and industry expertise to accelerate time to value, increase productivity
and strengthen security.
Joint solutions
Our four core Managed Hybrid Cloud Services solutions are innovative and consumption-based. Accelerate your journey to the hybrid
cloud with an operationally consistent, resilient, secure and cost-effective environment.
DXC Managed Multi-Cloud Services powered by VMware simplify hybrid cloud management, allowing you to
expand your use of private and public clouds as business requirements evolve. This solution enables DevSecOps with
intrinsic security and governance and uses Infrastructure as Code for blueprinting, deployment pipelines and policies to
automate managed services delivery and optimise costs.
DXC Managed Services for VMware (MSV) platform delivers dedicated, managed and complete cloud capabilities.
This solution simplifies operations via API-based automation, extends visibility using a self-service, on-demand model
and increases utilisation rates by optimising workload placement. Quickly and securely improve operational agility
and scalability with enterprise-level IT control. Additional DXC services powered by VMware technologies and platforms
include hybrid cloud automation, provisioning and workload management, cloud management and industry- specific
cloud services.
DXC Managed Services for VMware Cloud on Public Cloud offer VMware software-defined data centre technologies
as a service on the world’s most popular public clouds. Dedicated Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft (Azure) and
Google (GCP) bare metal infrastructure provide easy scalability using hyper-converged physical hosts. A self-service
portal speeds and simplifies provisioning and life-cycle actions. Cost-effective, consumption-based services provide a
seamless application migration and adjacency to take advantage of public cloud-native services.
DXC Managed Services for Virtual Private Cloud offer a highly secure compute and storage environment delivered
from DXC data centres to reduce latency, meet data sovereignty and high availability requirements. Engineered as a multi–
tenant managed cloud service, this solution enables you to gain rapid and cost-effective access to scalable IT infrastructure
to meet changing business needs. Through a self-service portal, you can choose from virtual or physical compute
configurations, multiple tiers of managed storage and network connectivity options configured to meet diverse business and
compliance requirements.

Differentiation
Together, DXC and VMware
have over 56,000 experts and
a vast ecosystem of partners
to design, build, deliver and
support digital transformation
solutions. Our companies are
integrated from the executive
suite down to the delivery
team level and share a highly
collaborative approach to
working with clients.
VMware is the preferred
choice of 100% of Fortune 500
companies. Its virtualisation
technology provides the
market’s lowest TCO. DXC’s
expertise in creating agile,
scalable infrastructures
and VMware’s virtualisation
solutions results in immediate
and lasting returns on digital
transformation investments

Client benefits
Digital transformation is the proven path to lasting competitive advantage and
business agility. Partnering with DXC and VMware on the journey helps you effectively:
• Modernise data centres
• Integrate public clouds
• Empower digital workspaces
• Transform security
• Manage multi-cloud infrastructure
DXC helps clients across a variety of vertical markets to thrive on change and harness
the power of innovation to make information-driven decisions. VMware, a global leader
in cloud infrastructure and business mobility, helps clients recognise the possibilities by
accelerating their digital transformation journeys.
Together, DXC and VMware are committed to transforming the way you build, deliver and
consume IT resources. We offer a strategic vision and joint solutions that empower you to:
• Accelerate time to value and time to market by moving securely and rapidly to multicloud services and extending the value and performance of your legacy infrastructure
• Unlock productivity and protect customer trust by providing personalised access
to any application from any device while safeguarding corporate assets with
end-to-end security
• Leverage expertise and experience accumulated over 50-plus years of systems
integration and managed services experience helping clients plan, build and deploy
the best systems for their business
Our joint solutions help you create highly adaptable IT infrastructures that simplify
processes and evolve with your ever-changing business requirements.

Learn more at:
www.dxc.technology/vmware
Contact us at:
HybridCloud-ANZ@dxc.com

Our partnering excellence
* VMware’s 2018 Global Systems Outsourcer Partner of the Year
* VMware Global Partner Innovation Award: Empower the Digital Workspace

About DXC Technology
DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission critical systems and operations
while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and scalability across public,
private and hybrid clouds. With decades of driving innovation, the world’s largest companies trust
DXC to deploy our enterprise technology stack to deliver new levels of performance, competitiveness
and customer experiences. Learn more about the DXC story and our focus on people, customers and
operational execution at www.dxc.technology.
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